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Are Gays A Threat To Our Children?
A discussion of gay sexuality and homosexual molestation

A bombshell exploded on September 29, 2006,
when Congressman Mark Foley (R-Fla) abruptly
resigned after sexually explicit e-mails and Instant
Messages he exchanged with former pages were
made public. 1 Almost immediately, gays and lesbians were confronted with the familiar charge
that there is an inherent link between homosexuality and pedophilia:
We have a Republican man in Congress who
sent e-mails to teenage boys asking them what
they were wearing, and an entire party, the
Democrats, whose primary constituency, besides the teachers' unions, is homosexual men
and lesbian women. I hope it won't come as a
surprise to anyone that a big part of male homosexual behavior is interest in young boys.
— Ben Stein, American Spectator 2
Where does post-modern American ethics
place Mark Foley's homosexuality on a scale
of 1 to 10 – a 1 being just another gay guy and
a 10 being a compulsive, predatory sex offender?
— Daniel Henninger, Wall St. Journal 3
While pro-homosexual activists like to claim
that pedophilia is a completely distinct orientation from homosexuality, evidence shows a
disproportionate overlap between the two. Although almost all child molesters are male and
less than 3% of men are homosexual, about a
third of all child sex abuse cases involve men
molesting boys.
— Tony Perkins,
Family Research Council 4

While all of this was going on, Charles C. Roberts
barricaded himself in an Amish schoolhouse in
rural Pennsylvania, where he intended to sexually
molest the young girls in the classroom. But before he could do it, he started shooting. Ten girls
were shot – five died – before he finally turned the
gun on himself. 5 This happened only a week after
Duane Morrison burst into a classroom at Platte
Canyon High School in Bailey, Colorado. He took
several girls hostage and sexually assaulted some

before releasing four. Two were still in the classroom when a SWAT team shot its way in. Morrison shot one girl as she tried to run away and then
killed himself. 6
In neither case was the predator’s heterosexual
orientation cited as an explanation for his crime.
Psychotherapist and author Joe Kort points out
that when men molest little girls, they’re specifically called “pedophiles” or “sexual predators.”
But when men molest boys, they’re simply called
“homosexuals,” as though sexual orientation were
responsible for driving these men to their crimes. 7
Gays are often singled out for suspicion of molesting children in numbers far out of proportion to
their presence in the general population. In making this case, the arguments made by gay-rights
opponents typically go something like this: 8
 Almost all sex crimes against children are committed by men.
 Up to one-third of all sex crimes against children are committed against boys.
 Gays make up a tiny minority of the population.
(Anti-gay opponents typically cite a figure
somewhere between 1% and 3%.)
 Therefore, gay men are committing a disproportionate share of sexual crimes against children.
Child sexual abuse has a profound impact on victims and their families. Because we want to protect our children, we must ask: Are gays
disproportionately abusing children?
The Starting Point: What Do We Know About
Molesters And Their Victims?
When it comes to statistics, we know surprisingly
little about child sexual abuse. Official statistics
are notoriously incomplete because too many
cases are never reported.
Many researchers believe that many male victims
who are molested by men may not come forward
because of the stigma surrounding homosexuality.
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These victims often not only fear the false label of
being gay, they may also fear harassment or condemnation because of it. Fortunately, our society
has recently shown an admirable steadfastness in
supporting these victims when they do come forward, and their example has, no doubt, emboldened other victims to do the same. If anything
remotely positive could come from the tragedy of
the clergy sexual abuse scandals, it would be the
lowering of the stigma of same-sex abuse allowing more victims to come forward. 9
The picture is very different when adult women
molest boys. Sociologists and caseworkers note
that many boys who are sexually involved with
adult women rarely complain because they don’t
feel they’ve been molested. In fact, they’re likely
to brag about it to their friends, who in turn admire them for being enough of a “man” to have
sex with an older woman. 10 In one study of adult
men whose first sexual encounter with an adult
women occurred before the age of sixteen, 88%
called it a positive experience. 11
Because there is very little incentive in our culture
to view this as harmful, such encounters rarely
turn up in official statistics. Only now is there a
slowly growing recognition that when older
women exploit younger boys, these boys can actually be seriously harmed by the experience. 12
Experts agree that official statistics significantly
understate the sexual activity between adults and
minors. One national probability-sampled survey
of 4,008 adult women who were raped in childhood found than less than 12% of these incidents
were reported to police. 13
With so many cases not being reported, we cannot
know the true proportion of males versus female

victims. Because official statistics are so unreliable, estimates are made from other sources. The
best guesses – and these are only guesses based on
a large number of surveys – generally go this way:
 As of July 2000, about 94% of all sexual predators against juveniles who were reported to police were male, 14 although the proportion of
female predators being reported has risen
sharply in recent years. 15
 Using the best estimates from multiple sources,
males appear to make up somewhere between
15% and 30% of all child molestation victims,
with females making up the remaining cases. 16
So, as far as we know, it appears to be true that
almost all sexual predators are men. But notice
however, that the “one-third” figure that anti-gay
activists cite for the ratio of male vs. female victims represents the very highest end of the estimated range – which, of course, makes the
problem of “homosexual molestation” appear
worse than the data actually suggests.
How Many Homosexuals Are There?
We know that the proportion of self-described gay
men in the general population is very small —
certainly much smaller than the one-sixth to onethird proportion of abused children who are male
victims of adult men. Many gay rights opponents
place the proportion of self-described gay men
quite low, around 1-3%. But most largepopulation surveys support something higher than
3%. 17, 18 For the sake of this discussion, we’ll accept 3%.
What does this mean? Well, let’s say we’ve gathered 10,000 adults in a stadium and asked them
one simple yes-or-no question: “Are you gay?” If

LET’S SAY WE’VE GATHERED
10,000 ADULTS IN A STADIUM
AND ASKED THEM ONE SIMPLE
YES-OR-NO QUESTION:
“ARE YOU GAY?”
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our 3% figure is correct, only 300 people in that
stadium will answer “yes,” with the remaining
9,700 saying “no.” This much is pretty obvious.
And for someone who answers “yes” to that question, what would we know about him or her?
Again, most people would think this answer is
pretty obvious as well. If he’s a man, that means
he dates other men, he is sexually attracted to
other men, and because he is comfortable enough
to answer “yes” to a stranger with a clipboard, he
is probably known by his family, friends and
neighbors as being gay.
And you can draw the same conclusions for a
woman who answers “yes” as well: she dates
other women, is attracted to other women, and is
confident enough to say so when asked. In other
words, visibly “out” gay men and women are
typically the ones who answer “yes” to this question in surveys.
And how do we know that this three percent
mostly represents those who are “out”? Well, a
recent online survey by Harris Interactive asked
them exactly that. Those who identified themselves as gay reported that 92% are out to their
close friends, 78% are out to their parents, 68%
are out to other relatives, acquaintances and to
casual friends, and 66% are out to co-workers. 19
What’s more, many surveys show that this three
percent does not include everyone who is behaving homosexually. Not only does this figure often
exclude bisexuals, it also excludes those who
don’t identify themselves as gay for any number
of reasons – even though they may admit to engaging in same-sex sexual contact.
According to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 57% of men who had sex with another

man did not consider themselves to be homosexual or bisexual. 20 A recent random survey of 4,193
men in New York City revealed that while 91.3%
claimed they were straight, 9.3% of those
“straight” respondents had sex only with other
men in the previous year, while another 0.8% reported having sex with both men and women. 21
When the authors included gays and bisexuals,
they noted that among men who have sex with
men, 73% identified as straight. Another representative survey found that more than 20% of all men
have had a homosexual experience. 22
And remember – these figures are all based on
what these men voluntarily admit to doing. Who
knows how many others refuse to acknowledge
their sexual activity when asked for these surveys.
It’s important to keep in mind exactly who we’re
talking about when we’re discussing this three
percent. A lot of people behave homosexually
without being among the three percent who identify themselves as gay. In fact, when it comes to
homosexual behavior, this three percent is barely
scratching the surface.
The Statistical Breakdown Breaks Down
With this data in hand, let’s go back to the arguments made by anti-gay activists.
 Almost all sex crimes against children are committed by men.
This appears to be true. According to reports to
law enforcement, 92% of child sex abusers are
men, although reports of women predators has
been increasing in the past several years.
 Up to one-third of all sex crimes against children are committed against boys.
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This appears to be at the very highest rates of
the estimates. A more reasonable range appears
to be between one-sixth and one-third. Experts
generally agree however that the true scope of
the problem is barely understood due to massive
under-reporting.
 Gays make up a tiny minority of the population
(i.e., somewhere between 1% and 3%).
This is a low-ball figure. The best estimates for
out, self-identified gay men begin at about 3%
and go up a little from there. But surveys which
account for homosexual behavior regardless of
identity range anywhere from 7% to 20%.
 Therefore, gay men are committing a disproportionate share of sexual crimes against children.
Due to the flaws in the highly-selected data that
anti-gay activists cite, this conclusion simply
cannot be supported. What’s more, there may
even be a significant overlap between the range
of men who behave homosexually and the percentage of men who abuse boys.
Because of the great uncertainty surrounding these
statistics – and the logical fallacy surrounding the
use of the three percent figure -- there is no basis
for concluding that gays are responsible for a disproportionate amount of child sexual abuse. But
because the data is so unreliable, we also can’t
prove that those who behave homosexually are
not abusing children disproportionately, regardless of whether they claim to be gay or not. That
means that if we really want to understand what’s
going on, we have to look much more closely at
the predators themselves.

Are Gay Men Abusing Boys?
During the 1992 campaign for Colorado’s
Amendment 2 (which would have barred local
anti-discrimination laws based on sexual orientation), the group supporting the amendment, Colorado For Family Values, repeated the charge that
3% of the population was responsible for 30% of
all child molestation cases. But Denver-area doctors, caseworkers and investigators knew that
these charges didn’t match their own experience.
Dr. Carole Jenny was the director of the Child
Advocacy and Protection Team at Denver's Childrens Hospital, and she also directed medical programs at the C. Henry Kempe National Center for
the Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and
Neglect. Dr. Jenny and her colleagues reviewed
269 medical records of Denver-area children who
were sexually abused by adults. Of 50 male children, 37 (74%) were molested by men who had
been in a heterosexual relationship with the
child’s relative. Three were molested by women,
five were molested by both parents, and three others were molested by non-relatives. Only one perpetrator could be identified as being possibly
homosexual in his adult behavior. 23
Let’s consider what this means. If these men who
abused boys in this study were in our stadium, all
but one would have answered “no” to the question
“Are you gay?” And not only did they say they
were not gay, they were married, had girlfriends,
or were otherwise known to have sexual relationships with women. If law enforcement had been
looking for the perpetrators among gay men, they
never would have found them. They would have
missed 49 of these 50 sexual predators because
they would have been hidden among the 9,700 in
our stadium who said they were not gay.

IF LAW ENFORCEMENT HAD
BEEN LOOKING FOR THE
PERPETRATORS AMONG GAY
MEN, THEY NEVER WOULD
HAVE FOUND THEM.
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Dr. Jenny and her associates concluded that even
if you use the worst case possibilities in their
sample, no more than 3.1% of child sexual abuse
cases reported to the Denver clinic were abused
by someone who could be identified as possibly
being gay, a proportion that closely matches the
proportion of openly gay men and women overall.
Two Types of Predators
As surprising as this may be, it only confirmed
what Dr. Nicholas Groth demonstrated many
years earlier. Dr. Groth was a leading pioneer in
the field of child sex abuse, having treated more
than 500 sex offenders by 1982. 24 In 1978, he and
Dr. Jean Birnbaum published a study of 175 convicted male child molesters in which they found:
The child offender is a relatively young adult
either who has been sexually attracted to underage persons almost exclusively in his life
or who turns to a child as a result of stresses in
his adult sexual or marital relationships. Those
offenders who are sexually attracted exclusively to children show a slight preference for
boys over girls, yet these same individuals are
uninterested in adult homosexual relationships. In fact, they frequently express a strong
sexual aversion to adult males. 25

Dr. Groth identified two classic types of child molesters that he labeled fixated and regressed. 26 The
fixated molester is one whose development is
“fixated” at childhood. In other words, he has
never grown up. He typically lives a Peter-Pan
existence, in a Neverland of childlike identity and
behavior. He doesn’t form adult relationships easily, or if he does, the relationships tend not to be
very stable. Instead, he sees children as his peers.
Other adults often see him as being “very good
with children”, which allows him to obtain a posi-

tion of trust as a role model, leader, or caretaker.
With his primary sexual interest in children and
not adults, the fixated offender fits the classic
definition of a “pedophile.” And because he is
fixated on children, he cannot properly be considered to be either heterosexual or homosexual —
he often finds adults of either sex repulsive.
On the other hand, the regressed molester is very
different. His attraction to children is usually more
temporary. Unlike the fixated molester, the regressed molester’s primary sexual attraction is
toward other adults. But stressful conditions that
go along with adult responsibly or difficulties in
his adult relationships may overwhelm him, causing his sexual focus to “regress” towards children.
This regression sometimes serves as a substitute
for adult relationship, and his attraction to children may vary according to the varying stresses he
encounters in his adult life demands.
In some cases, he may temporarily relate to the
child as a peer, much as a fixated offender relates
to children. But more often, he is simply lashing
out against the stresses in his life, and the child
becomes a convenient target. The offender may
find a sense of power in his sexual relationship
with a child that he doesn't get with an adult.
When that happens this relationship with the child
is often violent. But regardless of the nature of the
relationship, the gender of the child is often irrelevant — it’s the easy access and vulnerability
that makes the child a target.
Regressed offenders are typically heterosexual in
their adult relationships. Unlike our three percent
sample, they date women and marry them. They
often are parents, stepparents or extended family
members of their victims. By all appearances —
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and by their own self-identification — they are
straight. Drs. Groth and Birnbaum emphasized
this point, saying:
In over 12 years of clinical experience working with child molesters, we have yet to see
any example of a regression from an adult
homosexual orientation. The child offender
who is also attracted to and engaged in adult
relationships is heterosexual. 27

While Drs. Groth and Birnbaum were emphatic on
this point, there’s no reason to believe that there’s
no such thing as someone who is engaged in homosexual adult relationships while also molesting
children. Surely they’re out there. I don’t think
any group of fallible human beings can claim perfect innocence on this. But the experts generally
agree: the phenomenon is rare.
Are These “Straight” Abusers Lying?
You’re probably shaking your head right about
now. Why would a man who claims to be straight
molest young boys? How could he not be gay,
even if he refuses to admit it?
This contradiction concerned Dr. Kurt Freund and
his associates at the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry
in Toronto, where many convicted sexual predators were sent for treatment. Using an instrument
connected to the subject’s penis, Dr. Freund and
his colleagues measured changes in its volume
while the subject looked at pictures of nude men,
women and children.
These phallometric (penis-measuring) tests, while
controversial for many reasons, 28 supported the
conclusion that as a group overall, gay men were
no more likely to respond sexually to male children than straight men. Furthermore these tests
supported these sex offenders’ statements when

they claimed to be gay or straight:
These studies show that only rarely are sex offenders against male children diagnosed as
androphiles [homosexual in adult orientation]
and that phallometric diagnosis of gynophilic
[heterosexual in adult orientation] and androphilic volunteers almost always corresponds
to their claimed erotic preference. 29

So, they are telling the truth — at least according
to how they responded physically to the nude pictures. 30 When they say they are straight, they respond to pictures of adult women, and when they
say they are gay, they respond sexually to pictures
of adult men. Yet Dr. Freund determined that gays
are less attracted to young boys than straights.
How Could “Straight” Men
Be Attracted To Boys?
If these molesters aren’t lying when they say
they’re straight, why would they abuse boys?
What could possibly be the attraction?
Dr. W.L. Marshall and his colleagues conducted a
similar set of phallometric tests on a sample of
gay and straight men, except this time they used
more photos of young boys and girls covering a
wider age span. They noticed that for those gay
men who were attracted to males under 18, they
tended to be attracted to young men who were
well past the age of puberty (age 15 or older),
with fully-developed adult genitalia and other features that were characteristically masculine. But
when heterosexual men showed an attraction towards younger males, they tended to be attracted
to pre-pubescent males (ages 9-11):
Amongst the heterosexuals, the commonest
remarks concerning attractive features of the
victims, were that the young boys did not have

THEY REALLY ARE STRAIGHT –
THEY’RE RESPONDING TO THE
FEMININE QUALITIES OF
PRE-PUBESCENT BOYS,
QUALITIES THAT GAY MEN DIDN’T
FIND APPEALING .
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any body hair and that their bodies were soft
and smooth. 31

This explains the apparent contradiction of
straight men abusing young boys. They really are
straight – they’re responding to the feminine
qualities of pre-pubescent boys, qualities that gay
men didn’t find appealing. After all, gay men are,
by definition, attracted to men; the feminine characteristics of young boys were a turn-off to them.
“Homosexuality” and
“Homosexual Molestation”
Part of the confusion between homosexuality and
the molestation of young boys comes from the
terminology used by researchers themselves. If an
adult male molests a young boy, that type of molestation is typically called a “homosexual molestation”. But when described this way, the term
“homosexual” is used as an adjective in its most
literal sense — the victim and perpetrator are of
the same sex. It doesn’t refer to the sexual orientation of either the victim or the perpetrator. 32
Unfortunately, researchers aren’t always careful
with how they use the word “homosexual” in their
academic writings. After all, they understand the
clinical meaning of the word according to context.
“Homosexual abuse” merely describes the samesex nature of the abuser and victim, not the sexual
orientation of either the abuser or victim. And
they often use the shorthand “homosexuals” to
describe the men who abuse boys. But when they
go the extra step of determining the actual sexual
orientation of child molesters, they tend to be
more careful. Some, like Dr. Freund, prefer the
clinical terms “androphile” (attracted to men) and
“gynophile” (attracted to women) to describe
those who are attracted to adults.

This point is crucial, one that many anti-gay activists are very hostile towards. Peter LaBarbera, of
Americans for Truth, exclaimed, “Who cares if a
guy is married? If he’s molesting boys, that’s homosexual behavior. It’s academic nonsense to talk
about these people as heterosexuals.” 33
But it’s not nonsense at all. If a man is married,
he’s not among the 3% who said they were gay in
our stadium survey. He’s not among the gay couples who are adopting children or seeking to
marry. He’s hidden among those who claim to be
straight. If law enforcement were to focus their
efforts on finding sexual predators among the
“out” 3% who claim to be gay, 97% of male abusers of young boys would go unpunished. 34
A Firmly Established Tactic
Yet anti-gay activists insist on spreading this misinformation. Dr. Timothy Dailey (Ph.D., religion)
of the Family Research Council quoted Dr.
Freund’s statement of “199 offenders against female children and 96 offenders against male children. This would indicate a proportional
prevalence of 32 percent of homosexual offenders
against children.” 35 But he ignored Dr. Freund’s
clarification in the very same report that:
Androphiles [homosexuals in adult orientationn] actually responded significantly less to
the male children. 36

This echoes what Dr. Groth reported in 1982:
The research to date all points to there being
no significant relationship between a homosexual lifestyle and child molestation. There
appears to be practically no reportage of sexual molestation of girls by lesbian adults, and
the adult male who sexually molests young
boys is not likely to be a homosexual.37
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Of course, you don’t see what the research really
says in Dr. Dailey’s article. Instead, you’ll find
massive misrepresentations of the research — including that of Dr. Groth, who denounced Dr.
Dailey’s misuse of his work:
Since your report, in my view, misrepresents
the facts of what we know about this matter
from scientific investigation, and does not indicate that my studies on this topic reach conclusions diametrically opposed to yours, I
would appreciate your removing any reference
to my work in your paper lest it appear to the
reader that my research supports your views. 38

Easier to Nauseate Than Educate
It doesn’t matter how often the lie is repeated; it
still remains false. Dr. Michael R. Stevenson conducted an exhaustive review of the literature in
2000, and concluded that “a gay man is no more
likely than a straight man to perpetrate sexual activity with children,” and “cases of perpetration of
sexual behavior with a pre-pubescent child by an
adult lesbian are virtually nonexistent”. 39 The research is so strong that the American Academy of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatrists 40 and the
American Psychological Association 41 are on record saying that there is no relationship between
homosexuality and child sexual abuse.
These anti-gay activists know that their claims are
false. They’ve read the research from the most
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knowledgeable experts in the field — the same
research I reviewed here in this article. They must
know that the falsehoods they are spreading contradict what the researchers themselves are saying.
But they keep spreading their accusations because
they know how effective they are. Every parent
would consider it his or her worst nightmare to
discover that their innocent child has been sexually violated. And anti-gay activists feed on that
fear to further their agenda because, as Colorado
for Family Values founder Tony Marco observed,
“It is easier to nauseate than it is to educate.” 42
And while this lie is horribly libelous to gay men
and women, that’s only a small part of the problem. The real harm is to our children. As long as
we remain suspicious of the wrong people, predators will continue to have free reign to abuse innocent children. If they remain free from scrutiny
because everyone else is focusing on gays and
lesbians, more young lives will continue to be
shattered and more parents will suffer the agonizing heartache of learning that they trusted someone who destroyed their child’s future.
We must not allow those leaders who oppose
equal rights for gays and lesbians to cynically
jeopardize our children’s safety to further their
agenda. The consequences are far too severe for
the next generation.
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